Define the functional behaviour of a system and automate the FMEA

**Overview**

MADe Modelling is used to create a model of a system to identify the expected behavior and the impact of potential failures and risks associated with a configuration in an objective, repeatable and traceable process. The engineer can document how a system is expected to be used (Mission Profile Definition), where the system will be used (Environmental Scaling Impact) and this information is utilized to generate dynamic charting outputs and a FMEA report which will indicate detection means, compensating provisions and severity classification. MADe Modelling is consistent with Systems Engineering principles, can be integrated with CAD / PLM systems, and effectively implemented at any stage of the product lifecycle.

**How does MADe Modelling work?**

MADe uses qualitative simulation to automatically generate the functional dependencies in a system to identify how (Automated Dependency Mapping) and why (Failure Diagrams) failures propagate. The visual representation of the system is based on a standardized taxonomy of functions and failure concepts (MADe Taxonomies) to ensure consistency across an organization and facilitate knowledge capture & transfer. All changes to the structure and parameters in a MADe model are configuration managed to ensure traceability and responsibility for changes (Annotations). MADe models are extensible and reusable (MADe Libraries).

**Key benefits**

- Model Based FMEA
- Productivity based on automation of analysis and Libraries
- Configuration management across platform lifecycle
- Knowledge capture transfer – model parameters are saved and annotated
- Design decision support

**Key features**

- Automated response path generation
- Data Quality Analysis
- CAD / PLM Integration and synchronisation
- Automated reporting templates

---

**FMEA**

FMEA report is a legally or industry mandated process in most industries dealing with mission and safety critical systems. The FMEA report, derived from the model, shows failure modes and causes associated with the assigned mission phase and the effects. Failure detection and compensating provisions narratives are captured from the functional failure in the failure diagram.

**Automated Dependency Mapping**

Automated Dependency Mapping is generated from the MADe model to identify and capture the effects of a loss of function both ‘upstream’ and ‘downstream’ in the platform based on the physics of failure.

**MADe Taxonomies**

The MADe Taxonomy ensures that the definition and interpretation of engineering terminology is consistent across the organisation / enterprise.

- Failure taxonomy – causes, mechanisms, faults and symptoms
- Functional taxonomy – component’s function and flow properties
- Environmental factors – system operates and its relative impacts

---
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MADe Module: Modelling

**Functionality**

- CAD / PLM import
- Functional Block Diagram
- Dependency mapping

**Outputs**

- FMEA Report (MIL / AIAG / SAE / ISO / ARP)
- Functional Block Diagram
- Mission Profile Report
- Environmental Profile Report
- Data Quality Analysis

**Features**

- System Modelling
- Automated Dependency Mapping
- Annotations
- Taxonomy
- Library
- Palette

**Minimum System Requirements**

- Processor: 32-bit, AMD Athlon II X2 or Intel Core i3 2.8 GHz
- RAM: 4GB
- Hard disk: 1GB for installation, 2GB additional free space for saving projects and related files
- OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2
- Resolution: 1366x768 High Definition screen resolution

**Other Modules**

- MADe SRA – Safety and Risk Assessment
- MADe RAM – Reliability Availability and Maintainability
- MADe PHM – Prognostics and Health Monitoring

**Licensed Plugin**

- Teamcenter Import
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